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Our Price $7,995
Retail Value $9,995

Specifications:

Year:  2012  

VIN:  KNDPB3A23C7241248  

Make:  Kia  

Stock:  C7241248  

Model/Trim:  Sportage LX  

Condition:  Pre-Owned  

Body:  SUV  

Exterior:  Bright Silver  

Engine:  2.4L I4 176hp 168ft. lbs.  

Interior:  Black Cloth  

Mileage:  174,190  

Drivetrain:  Front Wheel Drive

Step into the spotlight with the 2012 Kia Sportage LX, a harmonious
blend of style, functionality, and award-winning reliability that's ready to
elevate your driving experience. Dressed in a sleek silver exterior, this
compact crossover boasts a striking presence that captures attention
from every angle. The body-color front bumper and mirror accents
enhance its cohesive design, while the approach lamps on the exterior
mirrors welcome you with a touch of elegance as you approach your
vehicle.

Slide into the driver's seat and be greeted by a chic black cloth interior
that offers both comfort and durability. The spacious cabin is designed
with your convenience in mind, featuring power windows and a liftgate
window with a manual flip-up function, allowing for easy access and
versatility in loading cargo.

Under the hood lies a robust 2.4L I4 engine, delivering a hearty 176
horsepower and 168 ft. lbs. of torque, promising a responsive and
spirited drive. The smooth power delivery and agile handling of the
Sportage LX make it a joy to navigate through city streets or cruise
down the open road. Aluminum alloy wheels add to the dynamic driving
experience, ensuring you're not just riding in style but also enjoying the
benefits of a meticulously engineered vehicle.

The Kia Sportage LX doesn't skimp on technology and entertainment,
either. Stay safely connected with the integrated Bluetooth wireless
data link, making hands-free calls and streaming audio a breeze. The
in-dash CD player with MP3 playback capability and SiriusXM satellite
radio offer an array of musical options to soundtrack your journeys,
while the four-speaker audio system fills the cabin with crystal-clear
sound.

Safety and convenience are paramount in the 2012 Sportage LX. The
Tire Pressure Monitoring System keeps you informed of your tire status,
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Tire Pressure Monitoring System keeps you informed of your tire status,
helping to prevent unexpected situations on the road. You'll also
appreciate the practicality of the variable intermittent front and rear
wipers, ensuring clear visibility during inclement weather.

This particular model has been recognized by industry experts for its
outstanding value and performance. As an Edmunds Consumers
Favorite for Best Compact Crossovers and one of the Top 10 Least
Expensive SUVs and Crossovers, you know you're getting a vehicle
that's admired for its affordability without compromising on quality. The
Sportage LX's Best Retained Value and Top Recommended SUVs
accolades speak volumes about its lasting appeal and dependability.

Furthermore, the J.D. Power and Associates' APEAL Study has ranked
this model as a top performer in its segment, while its high rank in the
Vehicle Dependability Study underscores the Sportage LX's resilience
and quality. And let's not forget the Kelley Blue Book's nod to Kia for the
Best 5-Year Cost to Own Brand, assuring you that your investment is
both wise and economical.

Don't miss the opportunity to own a vehicle that's as practical as it is
stylish, as dependable as it is dynamic. The 2012 Kia Sportage LX is a
testament to Kia's commitment to excellence and a clear choice for
anyone seeking a compact crossover that stands out from the crowd.
Come and see for yourself why this Sportage LX isn't just a mode of
transportation—it's a statement of your discerning taste and smart
decision-making. Your adventure awaits!
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Vehicle History Report : as Of 04/27/2024

*carfax Snapshot is a reflection of available information on the date the report was pulled. carfax
is constantly being updated with new information and is subject to change at any time.

 

Our Location :
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Installed Options

Interior

- Front air conditioning  - Armrests: rear center folding with storage  - Cargo area light 

- Cruise control - Power outlet(s): 12V front  - Power steering: variable/speed-proportional 

- Trip odometer - Front seat type: bucket  - Rear seat folding: flat  

- Rear seat type: 60-40 split bench  - Upholstery: cloth

Exterior

- Front bumper color: body-color - Mirror color: body-color 

- Exterior entry lights: approach lamps  - Side mirror adjustments: power 

- Spare wheel type: steel  - Tire Pressure Monitoring System - Wheels: aluminum alloy 

- Front wipers: variable intermittent - Liftgate window: manual flip-up - Power windows 

- Rear wiper: variable intermittent - Window defogger: rear

Snapshot

2012 KIA SPORTAGE LX

No accidents or damage reported to
CARFAX

22 Service history
records

At least 1 open
recall

3 Previous owners

Personal
vehicle

174,273 Last reported odometer
reading

FREE CARFAX Report

See the full CARFAX Report for additional information
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